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1 Publication is an essential part of the research. Researchers want to ensure that they cite reputable sources and publish in high-impact journals. Several organisations publish their annual reports to shed light on the current trend in publishing. Clarivate Analytics publishes the annual Journal Citation Reports to help researchers identify target journals for their publishing needs. Journal Citation Reports
offers meaningful indicators to help researchers and institutions identify publications for different research requirements. The 2018 edition contains new information that gives academics a deeper insight into journal performance. The 2018 Journal Citation Reports Clarivate Analytics has published journal Citation Reports since 1973. They rely on the central asset of citation indexes, like the Web of Science.
Key highlights from the 2018 reports include: ● 11,655 journal summaries; ● 80 countries are represented ● 234 disciplines; ● 276 new journals; ● 10% increase in Journal Impact Factors on average; ● 20 journals were removed to ensure the credibility of the reports (14 for Journal Self-Citation, while 6 for Citation Stacking); ● 1.2 million science quotes and 303,000 social science citations were
incorporated from the 2017 content of the Book Citation Index; and ● More than 64 million references were presented, with nearly 10 million in the Journal Impact Factor calculation alone. The 2018 Journal Citation Reports noted that the management and business categories had the most recent Journal Impact Factors. The Quarterly Journal of Economics had the highest Journal Impact Factor fractil score
in 2018. News in Journal Citation Reports 2018? Clarivate Analytics made some important changes to their 2018 Journal Citation Reports compared to previous years. These changes include: ● Revised journal profile pages to help readers better understand the regions, institutions and content that make a journal influential; ● Increased document-level transparency for Journal Impact Factors to show what
types of content contribute to journal impact performance. ● New indicators to demonstrate the calculation of the Journal Impact Factor; ● Journals removed from reports due to excess self-quotes and citation stacking. This clearly rings the warning bell for journals to refrain from quoting themselves only to increase the number of citations. ● Inclusion of book citation index to increase the network of quotes;
and ● Adding a list of the most contributing institutions and the geographical data of the authors. The CEO of InCites at Clarivate Analytics, Emmanuel Thiveaud, explained that although citation data are important, they are not the only indicator of a journal's 'value'. Clarivate Analytics added content information at the document level and contextual information at the journal level to give readers a deeper
understanding of what factors make a Successful. Using Journal Metrics as researcher The Journal Citation Reports provides rankings for each discipline that shows which journals contain reliable articles and quality articles. This can help you find the best information for your own research. These rankings can help researchers decide where to publish, and help them avoid aggressive journals. There are
many types of data you can review by reading Journal Citation Reports, and this is especially useful for new researchers just starting out in their publishing careers. However, there are some limitations to the metrics used in these reports. Journal Impact Factor has been criticised by various researchers for a number of reasons, including bias against non-native English speakers. The Journal Citations
Report also requires institutional access to reading. Besides JCR, there is a free alternative that offers similar information. SCImago Journal Rank evaluates journal quality by incorporating the Google PageRank algorithm. Drawing on data from the Scopus database allows SCImago Journal Rankings to analyze and compare journals by category and subject area. Its open-access model can be a great
resource for researchers, and it provides useful metrics for research and publishing at no cost. What resources do you use to help you decide where to publish? Do you think the changes in Journal Citations Reports will improve data quality? Let us know your thoughts in the comments below. New interface shifts from journal metrics to journal intelligence, offering richer data and greater transparency for
comprehensive assessment PHILADELPHIA, June 26, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Clarivate Analytics, the global leader in providing reliable insights and analysis to accelerate innovation, announced the 2018 update of its Journal Citation Reports (JCR). The latest update includes new analyses that provide more detailed and detailed information to improve users' understanding of journal performance. These
additional insights will help researchers, publishers, editors, librarians and funders explore the key drivers of a journal's value for different audiences, making better use of data and metrics from the citation index database. JCR is the world's most influential and trusted resource for evaluating peer-reviewed publications and is the leading source of annual journal metrics and indicators, including journal impact
factor (JIF). The reports include citation data, impact and influence measurements and indicators and more than 90 million data points in the Web of Science. JCR 2018: What's new? JCR relies on the central asset of the citation indices (the same data on which the Science Web of Science is based). This year, the common range of indicators and other indicators has been significantly strengthened with
insight at article level and a wide range of additional benefits, Redesigned and improved journal profile pages: To better understand the content, regions and institutions that make a journal influential transparency of the common economic and social cue and new indicators: validating and understanding the calculation of the common economic and social policy; identify the contributions of different content
types to the performance of journal citation and see the journals and articles that influence the journal performance Citation network extension: Citations for JCR journals now include the contribution from the BookStation Index New Contextual Information: Adding geographic data from authors and a list of the most contributing institutions demonstrate the global community of publication Key highlights from
2018 JCR 11,655 journal lists 234 disciplines 80 countries represented 276 journals received their first JIF 20 journals were suppressed to ensure the integrity of the reports. (14 for Journal Self-Citation, six for Citation Stacking) Suppressed journals are reassessed with each year's data update for re-listing in JCR Over 64 million references reported in JCR, with nearly 10 million in the JIF calculation alone
The inclusion of all references from the 2017 content of the Book Citation Index accounted for 1.2 million science quotes (118 k in JIF) and 303 k Social Sciences Citations (18 k in JIF). While the numerical contribution of these books is small, the expansion of the citation network reported is significant, showing how books and journals act as integrated resources in scientific communication Annette
Thomas, CEO, Scientific &amp; Academic Research division at Clarivate Analytics said: Powerful, meaningful indicators, when used responsibly, are a key element of the journal evaluation process for researchers, publishers and librarians. Clarivate combines world-class data and high-powered analytics with a completely objective and publisher-neutral approach that enables us to continually develop JCR
to accommodate our users. Emmanuel Thiveaud, Ceo, InCites, Clarivate Analytics added: JCR has long been the gold standard for demonstrating journal performance. Citation data provides unique and valuable insights into the journal's performance – but they're not the whole story. Journal 'value' is multifaceted and researchers, editors and publishers rely on additional information to evaluate a journal.
This year, with the addition of contextual information at the journal level and the ability to see the individual elements that contribute to JIF, the updated JCR delivers an improved user experience and provides a deeper understanding of the key drivers of a journal's success. Learn more about this year's Journal Citation Reports here. Follow us on Twitter via @WebofScience, #JournalCitationReports and
#JournalImpactFactor. Editorial expressions of concern After the completion of JCR data production, the editorial and management team became aware of a referral anomaly affecting JIF of several journals. The possibility of manipulation of citation measurements is a serious matter and Clarivate Analytics remains the only provider of study and curate our data to identify irregularities that lead to distorted
locations. We have prepared an editorial of concern (available here) which is also published in its entirety in JCR. About Clarivate Analytics Clarivate™ Analytics is the global leader in providing reliable insights and analysis to drive innovation. With more than a century and a half, we're building some of the most trusted brands across the innovation lifecycle, including Science Web™, Cortellis™, Derwent™,
CompuMark™, MarkMonitor® and Techstreet™. Today, Clarivate Analytics is a new and independent company on a bold entrepreneurial mission to help our customers radically reduce the time from new ideas to life-changing innovations. For more information, please visit clarivate.com. SOURCE Clarivate Analytics-related links
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